Parametric analysis of intercellular ice propagation during cryosurgery, simulated using monte carlo techniques.
A microscale theoretical model of intracellular ice formation (IIF) in a heterogeneous tissue volume comprising a tumor mass and surrounding normal tissue is presented. Intracellular ice was assumed to form either by intercellular ice propagation or by processes that are not affected by the presence of ice in neighboring cells (e.g., nucleation or mechanical rupture). The effects of cryosurgery on a 2D tissue consisting of 10(4) cells were simulated using a lattice Monte Carlo technique. A parametric analysis was performed to assess the specificity of IIF-related cell damage and to identify criteria for minimization of collateral damage to the healthy tissue peripheral to the tumor. Among the parameters investigated were the rates of interaction-independent IIF and intercellular ice propagation in the tumor and in the normal tissue, as well as the characteristic length scale of thermal gradients in the vicinity of the cryosurgical probe. Model predictions suggest gap junctional intercellular communication as a potential new target for adjuvant therapies complementing the cryosurgical procedure.